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Abstract: In this paper the problem of twostage packet scheduling on parallel processors is
considered. It is assumed, that each processor schedules packets according to Weighted Round
Robin (WRR) rule. In order to deliver required level of the quality of service (QoS ) weights of
local WRR algorithms are adapted such that QoS requirements are met for all distinguished
traffic classes. Adaptation of WRR weights relies on the adaptation through identification
(Bubnicki, 2005) methodology with the diagonal recurrent neural network (DRNN ) applied
as the model of QoS parameters. Simulation study of the performance of proposed scheduling
methodology shows, that it can deliver better QoS guaranties and higher systems throughput
than commonly used reference algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important mechanisms for delivering
the quality of services (QoS ) in computer communication
packet-switched networks is packet scheduling in network
nodes (Czachórski, 1999). Delivering QoS consists of guar-
antying for each separate stream of packets (e.g. connec-
tion) certain values of communication parameters, such as:
maximum or average packet delay, jitter, packet loss ratio,
etc (Grzech, 2002). Required values of communication
parameters depend on the traffic class, to which separate
streams of packets belong to. Traffic classes are often
distinguished basing on the applications, which generate
the traffic. The task of packet scheduling algorithm is to
service packets belonging to different streams in such a
way, that QoS requirements are met for each separate
stream of packet (Świątek, 2007).

In this paper the problem of twostage packet scheduling
on parallel processors is considered. It is assumed, that
each new stream of packets incoming to the network node
is directed for service to one of certain number of parallel
processors. Next, traffic processed on parallel processors
is aggregated in the output interface and forwarded to
the network (Grzech and Świątek, 2008). In order to
guarantee required level of QoS packets belonging to
separate streams must be properly scheduled on parallel
processors (first stage) and in the output interface (second
stage).

Here, it is assumed, that each parallel processor in the
first stage and output interface in the second stage have

their own local scheduling algorithms. Delivered level of
QoS depends on the parameters of local scheduling al-
gorithms and parameters of serviced traffic (e.g. packet
intensity, queues lengths, etc.). Thus, by introducing cer-
tain model Φ of the delivered level of QoS, the problem of
twostage packet scheduling can be reduced to the problem
of adaptation through identification of local scheduling
algorithms.

In this paper it is assumed, that packets in both stages
are scheduled according to Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
algorithm and that the delivered QoS is modeled by
diagonal recurrent neural network (DRNN ).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 assumed
model of serviced traffic is described. In section 3 the
model of the considered network node with multistage
parallel processing is presented. The problem of twostage
packet scheduling is formulated in section 4, while adaptive
twostage packet scheduling algorithm is given in section
5. Exemplary results of performed simulation study are
presented in section 6. Finally, in section 7 conclusions are
drawn and directions of future work are presented.

2. TRAFFIC MODEL

For the purpose of this paper, it is assumed, that the
aggregated stream of packets incoming into the network
node is composed of substreams of packets characterized
by the same source and destination addresses (Grzech,
2002). Throughout the paper, such a substream of packets,
is referred to as connection. Each connection belongs to



one of certain number (say K) of distinguished traffic
classes. Each j-th connection cj can be characterized by:
class number kj , arrival time tj , duration τj and the
sequence of arrival times of packets belonging to this
connection {tj1, . . . , tjij

} (see fig. 1).
cj =< kj , tj , τj , {tj1, . . . , tjij

} >, (1)
where kj ∈ {1, . . . , K} and ij is the number of packets
within connection cj .
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Fig. 1. Model of connections from k-th traffic class.

It is also assumed, that parameters characterizing con-
nections from the same traffic class k are realizations of
random variables described by the same probability distri-
butions. Therefore, each traffic class k ∈ {1, . . . , K} can be
characterized by three probability distribution functions:
fkδ(δk), fkτ (τ k) and fkα(αk) describing respectively: time
interval δj between arrival of two consecutive connections
(cj−1 and cj), duration τj of connection and time interval
αji between arrival of two consecutive packets within sin-
gle connection. Vectors δk, τ k and αk are parameters of
corresponding distribution functions.

3. MODEL OF THE NETWORK NODE

In order to improve throughput and reliability of net-
work nodes they are often equipped with multiple parallel
processors, which perform specific operations on packet
streams incoming to the node. Processing of connection in
such nodes consists of three stages (see fig. 2). On the
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Fig. 2. Three stages of connection processing on parallel
processors.

first stage each new arriving connection is directed for
processing to one of certain number (say M) of parallel
processors Pm, m = 1, . . . ,M . On the second stage con-
nections are processed on parallel processors. Operations
performed on connections on the second stage depend on

the traffic class to which each connection belongs to. On
the third stage processed traffic is merged by scheduler S
into single stream of packets and forwarded to the network.

Each of parallel processors Pm and scheduler S can be
treated as multi-queue single-processor queueing system
presented on figure 3, where vectors zm(n), xm(n) and
vm(n) denote respectively: number of packets from each
traffic class incoming to processor in n-th time interval,
number of packets waiting for processing at the beginning
of n-th time interval and number of packets from each
traffic class serviced by processor during n-th time interval
(Świątek, 2008).
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Fig. 3. Network processor as the multi-queue single-
processor queueing system.

It is assumed, that packets on processors are scheduled
according to Weighted Round Robin (WRR) algorithm,
where each processor has its own weights wm(n), which
are changed in each time step n. Moreover, each processor
Pm and scheduler S are characterized by processing speed
µm. Therefore, number of packets vm(n) serviced on
each processor in each time step n can be calculated as
(Bertsekas and Gallager, 1991):

vm(n) = µmwm(n). (2)

State of the whole system can be described by three vectors
z(n), x(n) and w(n), which are concatenations of vectors
describing each parallel processor and scheduler S :

z(n) = [z1(n), . . . , zM (n), zS(n)]
x(n) = [x1(n), . . . ,xM (n),xS(n)]

w(n) = [w1(n), . . . ,wM (n),wS(n)]

Denote by q(n) = [q1(n), . . . , qK(n)] a vector of the quality
of service indices of connections from each traffic class
k = 1, . . . , K. Quality of service can be measured as
average or maximal connection delay, packet loss ratio,
etc. In general, QoS indices q(n) depend on the current
state of system:

q(n) = f (z(n),x(n),w(n)) , (3)
where function f is in general unknown.

In this work it is assumed, that quality of services q(n) is
measured as the average delay of connections from each
traffic class. Nevertheless, it is possible to characterize
quality of service of different traffic classes by different
number and kind of parameters. In such a case, vector q(n)
will have more than K elements. As an example consider
a case, where K = 2 traffic classes are distinguished:
regular traffic and internet telephony (VoIP). In this case



QoS vector q(n) may have κ = 4 elements. First one
representing average delay of regular traffic and remaining
three representing average and maximal delay and jitter
of packets in VoIP connections.

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main objective of the traffic flow control algorithm in
a network node is to maximize systems throughput and to
guarantee required level of quality of services. Throughput
maximization is equivalent to minimization of average
traffic delay. Required level of QoS is often stated in terms
of constraints on relevant quality parameters of serviced
traffic.

Denote by q the vector of requirements concerning respec-
tive quality parameters q(n) for all traffic classes. Given
certain criterion function Q(q(n)), which calculates aver-
age traffic delay, the problem of twostage packet scheduling
can be formulated as follows.

Given:

- state vectors z(n) and x(n),
- vector of processors speeds µ = [µ1, . . . , µM , µS ],
- function f for calculation of QoS parameters (3),
- vector of QoS requirements q,
- criterion function Q.

Find: Such a vector w∗(n) of local scheduling algorithms
weights, for which average traffic delay is minimized and
quality of service requirements are satisfies:

w∗(n) = arg min
w

Q(q(n)) (4)

with respect to:
q(n) ≤ q. (5)

Since q(n) = f (z(n),x(n),w(n)) twostage packet schedul-
ing problem can be rewritten as follows:

w∗(n) = arg min
w

Q
(
f (z(n),x(n),w(n))

)
(6)

with respect to:
f (z(n),x(n),w(n)) ≤ q. (7)

Depending on the form of functions f and Q above opti-
mization problem can be solved by different methods (Iko-
nen and Najim, 2002). In general, however, this problem
belongs to the class of NP-hard problems. Even if function
f (describing the influence of systems state on quality
of service) was known, application of exact optimization
methods would be useless, due to the fact of high compu-
tational complexity of stated problem and near real-time
constraints on solving time.

5. TWOSTAGE PACKET SCHEDULING
ALGORITHM

In order to find good approximation of optimal solu-
tion of problem (6, 7) in an acceptable time problem
decomposition must be applied. Here, we utilized adap-
tation through identification approach [], which consists
of two steps performed iteratively in consecutive time
intervals n = 1, 2, . . .. In the first step unknown function
f (z(n),x(n),w(n)) is approximated by certain assumed
model Φ(z(n),x(n),w(n); θ(n)), where θ(n) is the vector

of models parameters. In the second step following op-
timization task, which arises from problem (6, 7) after
substitution of function f by model Φ(θ(n)), is solved:

w∗(n) = arg min
w

Q
(
Φ(z(n),x(n),w(n); θ∗(n))

)
(8)

with respect to:
Φ(z(n),x(n),w(n); θ∗(n)) ≤ q, (9)

where θ∗(n) is a vector of optimal model parameters found
in previous approximation step.

Presented above two step process of adaptation of weights
of local WRR algorithms through identification of the
influence of systems state on delivered quality of service
constitutes Adaptive Weighted Round Robin (AWRR) al-
gorithm.

In the rest of this paper it is assumed, that the model
Φ(θ(n)) of function f is a Diagonal Recurrent Neural
Network (DRNN ). Therefore, the approximation of f by
model Φ(θ(n)) is performed according to Backpropagation
Through Time (BPTT ) method (Drapała, 2007).

In order to find optimal values of WRR weights w∗(n),
which minimize the quality of service index (8) with re-
spect to QoS constraints (9), simulated annealing meta-
heuristic was applied (Rutkowski, 2006). However, for the
cases, when the numberM and K of parallel processors
and distinguished traffic classes is not high (M ≤ 4 and
K ≤ 4), exhaustive search may be used.

6. SIMULATION STUDY

In order to evaluate the quality of service delivered by
proposed AWRR algorithm, it was compared to reference
algorithms: WRR and PRIO. WRR is the weighted round
robin with weights chosen to reflect traffic class priorities.
PRIO is the priority scheduling algorithm, which allocates
all system resources to class, with has the highest priority.

In the simulations, it was assumed, that there are K = 2
traffic classes. Connections from each traffic class were
generated by ON/OFF sources. First traffic class was
sending data periodically, and the second one almost
continuously. Priorities of traffic classes were set to p1 = 5
and p2 = 1. QoS requirements of classes were q1 = 50 and
q2 = ∞. Above assumptions mean, that the second traffic
class was the best effort traffic.

Exemplary results obtained for the AWRR algorithm were
presented on figure 4. There is presented average delay of
connections from each traffic class during the simulation
period. Analysing the chart, it is easy to notice, that the re-
quirements of amount of delay for the first traffic class were
met. Moreover, the AWRR algorithm has allocated only
such amount of resources, that were necessary. Remaining
resources were allocated to the second traffic class allowing
to achieve lower delays. In the periods when first traffic
class was not sending data, all resources were allocated
to the second traffic class, and the delay was near zero.
When there is traffic from first class present in system, the
resources are reallocated basing on priority values and the
second traffic class connections are being serviced much
slower.

On the figure 5 average delays of connections from the
second traffic class under control of compared algorithms
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Fig. 4. Delay of connection from two traffic classes for the
AWRR algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Delay of connections from second traffic class
(best effort traffic) for three considered scheduling
algorithms: AWRR, WRR and PRIO.

were presented. One can notice, that the lowest delays are
obtained for the proposed AWRR algorithm. The WRR
algorithm delivered higher average delay, and the PRIO
the highest. Detailed data about the delay of second traffic
class during simulation were presented in table 1.

Algorithm Class 2 avg. delay Class 2 max delay
PRIO 77,53 194, 69
WRR 47,8 110, 27
AWRR 39,84 126, 4

Table 1. Average and maximum delay for best
effort traffic class delivered by compared algo-

rithms: AWRR, WRR and PRIO

As we can see, the proposed AWRR algorithm delivered
lowest average delay for the second traffic class. There were
short moments, when the WRR delivered lower delays
than AWRR, but it does not have large influence on overall
average delay value. Moreover, the AWRR algorithm was
able to deliver delay values near to zero for the longest
period of time.

7. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper the problem of twostage packet scheduling
in a network node was considered. It was assumed, that

each of parallel processors and scheduler service incoming
packets according toWRR algorithm. The task was to find
such a vector of local scheduling algorithms weights, that
systems throughput is maximized and QoS requirements
are met. Since originally formulated problem is NP-hard
and cannot be directly solved due to lack of knowledge
about the influence of systems state on delivered level of
quality of services, problem decomposition was performed.

Approximation of optimal solution of twostage packet
processing problem was found according to adaptation
through identification methodology. Proposed solution
method (AWRR) consists of two iteratively repeated steps:
identification of systems behaviour with recurrent neural
network applied as systems model and optimization of
predicted by model QoS criterion.

Future research will be focused on application of proposed
scheduling methodology in systems, where quality of ser-
vice of different traffic classes is characterized by different
number and kind of parameters. This may also involve
application of other models for prediction of future QoS
parameters.
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